Prebill
Sophisticated high production claims editing
software. Automates compliance checking
and submission of clean claims via EDI direct
from providers to all payers.

Automating claims compliance
checking (edits) is not enough.
Choosing a product that provides
the most accurate edits is key.
Prebill has the most accurate
standard edit package in the
industry. Plus, customers easily
create custom edits in-house.
Accurate standard and custom
edits allow Prebill to produce the

cleanest claims possible with
minimal human intervention.
Claims that need to be touched
require much less time to fix.
Frees up FTEs for other tasks.
Prebill stops the rejection/denial
cycle and speeds up the entire
claims process.
User-friendly reporting and
analytic tools. Export to Excel.

Getting the most out of the healthcare revenue cycle means getting claims out
quicker, cleaner, at a lower overall cost and, most importantly, getting those claims
paid at the fastest and highest rate possible.

Easy to use Claim and Edits work
queues. Click an item in the
queue and the claims display in
the edit correction view. Click on
the edit item and you are taken
to the claim field that is the issue.
Easy to copy and split claims. Any
change to a claim will trigger a
re-edit before it can be saved.
Drill down to all claim detail.
Work queue format is easy to
adjust, claims can be re-assigned
from one biller to another using
work-flow manager.

Clean claims are sent via EDI
automatically to all payers. Avoids
clearinghouse cost, slow service,
lost/misdirected claims and higher
denials from claims aggregation.


Reduces the cost of
producing clean claims



Increases cash flow



Decreases A/R



First-pass acceptance >99%



Provides an Audit Trail



Works with any HIS

Key Specifications
Parallel distributed processing
Changes to custom edits or standard edits can be deployed
while users are working. No need to have everyone out of the
system. Less problems and easier on IT infrastructure.

SQL Transactions are used to
make sure all business and
claim processing is accurate
and in balance. Proprietary
RAM data structure cache to
improve editing speed.
Send/Receive return receipt
tracking and monitoring. Resend when return receipt is
not received by sender.
Nutanix high performance
and high availability hosts the

virtual environments in our Data
Center. Easy to expand and
provides the best performance.

Powerful batch editing can
retroactively remove errors, reassign claims or re-edit claims.

Easy to use Edit Explorer shows
the edit hierarchy and facilitates
changes, additions or deletions.

Claim file interfaces built and
tested in-house. Customers
own claim data used to test
with payers for direct EDI
approval.

A Master Log is kept of all
customer inventory and
balancing, explorer interface
easily tracks production and
monitoring of claims submissions.

Consultants work with IT staff to
install and test on customers
data server. Ensures software
functions at the highest level.

“Having a system flexible enough to build our own edits is
key … everyone’s CDM is different and Prebill allows you to
manipulate standardized charge data to meet the
adjudication requirements of payers while simultaneously
providing an audit trail or crosswalk back to the original
services.”
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